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Bezop is a decentralized peer-to-peer ecommerce order management and processing 
system, an autonomous buyer-seller protection service, and a simple value added tax (VAT) 
collection system - all powered by smart contracts and built on a decentralized blockchain 
network. Bezop aims to provide a complete open source solution for running a successful 
ecommerce business online. Merchants can participate by selling products and services on 
their self-hosted ecommerce stores (the Bezop Decentralized Order Management, or Bezop 
DOM) and broadcast orders to the network.

The Bezop market runs on a blockchain with a native ERC-20 protocol token (also called a 
“Bezop”), which miners earn on the ethereum blockchain by proof of work. Clients spend 
Bezops when purchasing goods and services in the Bezop DOM and in other integrated sites 
that offer services and accept payments in Bezops. Conversely, one can earn Bezops by 
selling goods and services and/or by simply receiving Bezops via a wallet-to-wallet transfer. 
In the future, a Bezop Network will emerge where miners compete to mine blocks with sizable 
rewards. Before then, Bezop mining power will be proportional to active orders on the 
network, which means that the value of Bezop mining will not be limited to maintaining 
blockchain consensus. This creates a powerful incentive for miners to fulfill as many orders as 
they can. The ERC-20 protocol weaves these amassed resources into a self-healing 
blockchain network that anybody in the world can rely on. Strong buyer protection techniques 
built in smart contracts reinforces the robustness of the network. Orders are encrypted end-
to-end through the protocol’s secure order management portal. Miners do not have access to 
decryption keys. Bezop works as an incentive layer on top of blockchain and computes a 
proof-of-order for any transaction, which makes Bezop particularly effective for decentralizing 
payments, building and running distributed ecommerce portals, and implementing smart 
contracts. 

1 - OVERVIEW
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1.1 Elementary Components

The Bezop protocol builds upon six novel components:

I. Decentralized Order Management (DOM): open source order management and 
fulfilment portal
II. Bezop Network: A smart-contract friendly blockchain network

III. Proof of Order: A brief overview on the various proofs - the details of these novel proofs-
of-order are presented in Section 3 (Crowd Token Program Details) of this paper.

•A. Proof-of-Tax : a VAT transaction holds data, pointing to the main transaction - x must 
be computed for correctness by taking the hash of γ.Φ. 

•Tax Data: {α|obj: val, γ|str: val, δ|float: val, ε:bool:val, x|str:val}

•B. Proof-of-Transaction: Serves a receipt and shows all information about the product 
or service purchased.

•Transactional Data: {α|obj: val β |str: val, γ₁|str: val, δ₁|float: val, ε:bool: val, tid|str: val}

IV. Proof-of-Delivery: Proofs that a product or service was delivered

V.  Bezop Smart Contracts and Promises: Smart contracts will enable a completely safe 
and trustless ecommerce solution working flawlessly together on the proof-of-order protocol 
and ensuring buyer protection via the blockchain. 
VI. Proof-of-Work (POW): Bezop will be based on the same POW system as Ethereum, 
which will further be upgraded to a full ‘Proof-of-Order’ where miners do not need to spend 
computation to mine blocks, but instead confirm orders on the network.

1.2 Ethereum Network and ERC-20 Token
Running on a custom-built Ethereum blockchain, Bezop is an enormously powerful and 
transparent global infrastructure that can move value around while simultaneously 
representing the ownership of property. This allows us to create Bezop markets, store 
registries of transactions, deliveries, order status, and taxes, and move funds in accordance 
with instructions given long in the past (such as a will or a futures contract). Such capabilities 
can potentially foster many more future inventions, all without a middleman or counterparty 
risk. The power of smart contract, Ethereum network, and Ethereum’s decentralized platforms 
ensure that transactions that commonly occur in ecommerce can be executed in Bezop
without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third party interference. 
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Correctness of an Algorithm

Correctness of an algorithm is asserted when it is said that the algorithm is correct 
with respect to a specification. Functional correctness refers to the input-output 
behaviour of the algorithm (i.e., for each input it produces the expected output).

A distinction is made between total correctness, which additionally requires that 
the algorithm terminates, and partial correctness, which simply accept an answer 
as a correct one as long as it is returned. Since there is no general solution to the 
halting problem, a total correctness assertion may lie much deeper. 

A termination proof is a type of mathematical proof that plays a critical role in 
formal verification because total correctness of an algorithm depends on 
termination. For example, when successively searching through integers 1, 2, 3, … 
for certain phenomenon, say, an odd perfect number, it is easy to write a partially 
correct program (using long division by two to check if n is perfect or not. 
However, no currently known number theory can support a statement that the 
program is totally correct.
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1.3 Market Opportunity and Business Model
According to Boston Consulting Group, the payment industry is about to experience a 
significant shift towards mobile payments:

 Mobile payment volume was USD 8.6 billion in the United States. It is expected to 
increase tenfold by 2021 to reach USD 274 billion.

 Mobile share of total ecommerce is expected to increase to 48.5% by 2020. It was 23.6% 
in 2015. 

 Merchant mobile payment acceptance network is expected to grow tenfold by 2020.

1.3.1 Explosive growth of ecommerce

According to Statista, worldwide ecommerce sales in 2014 were USD 1.33 trillion and are 
projected to increase to USD 4.06 trillion by 2020. The growth is perfectly illustrated by the 
number of shops created on the Shopify platform. The platform hosted 84,000 shops in 2013, 
144,000 in 2014, 243,000 in 2015, and almost 378,000 in 2016 - a growth of 450% over 3 years.

Globally, ecommerce is also gaining share in total retail sales. It is expected to increase from 
7.4% in 2015 to 14.6% in 2020.
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1.3.2 Transaction volume and global payment revenues 

The payments industry is enormous. The total value of global retail payment transactions was 
estimated at USD 16 trillion in 2015. This is estimated to increase to USD 21 trillion by 2020. The 
estimates include consumer-to-merchant transactions across retail verticals such as food and 
grocery, apparel, consumer durables, etc.  Digital payments contributed USD  1.26 trillion, 
or 8 %  of the global retail payments in 2015, and is projected to increase to USD  6.3  trillion, or 18-
24 %,  by  2020 . 

The global payments revenue market size is approximately USD  2 trillion  and steadily rising. In 
most cases, global payments are the payment revenues that include direct and indirect 
revenues generated by non-cash payment services (excluding interbank transfers). Simply 
speaking, it is the total revenues collected by financial services companies around the globe. 

As shown in the graph below, the global payment revenues should reach USD 2.2 trillion in just 
a few years.

Furthermore, according to Statista, the number of people buying goods or 
services online will increase from 1.46 billion in 2015 to over 2 billion in 2020.
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1.3.3 Business model

Bezop provides an open source web software system where merchants can sell their goods 
and services. Additionally, Bezop provides a network that processes cryptographic tokens. 
These tokens are the accepted form of payment (Bezop coin).

Bezop’s smart contracts will autonomously manage the order’s state. In the event of a 
dispute, a smart contract can assign a human agent to make the final decision.

Bezop charges a 1.4% processing fee from merchants. Of that, 1% will be used to maintain 
the services, support marketing, and cover payrolls.
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1.4 1-Click Amazon Web Services Cloud 
Miner Setup

The Bezop network will allow miners to profit by mining on the cloud utilizing Amazon 
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) instances. 

A miner must provide a working Amazon API key and a Bezop standard address with a 
minimum of 5,000 Bezops.

The complexity of configuring this miner will remain hidden as the network will take full 
control through the API.

 The network will be in charge of spawning new instances.
 The network will terminate low performing and unresponsive instances.
 The network can continue mining even when the miner’s devices are off.

The diagram below shows how a Cloud Miner works. He/she can plug-in his/her wallet 
address and Amazon Web Services (AWS) API key. Wallets that cannot stake 5,000 Bezops 
will not receive any mining proceeds.
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2.1 Decentralized Order Management 
Bezop’s Alpha has ended. Its Beta Minimal Viable Product (MVP) is available to the public now.

This world's first Decentralized Order Management (DOM) portal will be linked to the network. 
The Bezop DOM is a fully developed ecommerce platform that merchants can pull to their web 
server and use to easily setup an ecommerce store. Users can run a pull request on the Bezop 
DOM from github and start selling their products and services, and receive Bezops online in a 
matter of minutes.

2.2 Technologies, Requirements, and 
Capabilities

2 - MINIMAL 
VIABLE PRODUCT

Technologies

Bezop DOM is built with HTML5,  React 
JS, Node Js, and MongoDb. These are all 
open source languages.

Requirements

Running Bezop DOM requires installation 
of the following dependencies:

 LAMP / WAMP server 
 Mean Stack
 NodeJs

Capabilities 

Bezop DOM offers a range of solutions 
that are tailored to serve clients’ 
needs, as described below with some 
real-world scenarios.
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(I) Store Creation

Client 1
Jane is the owner of a small business that sells sports outfits and kits with a price  
range of USD 10 - 150. She wants to build her own digital store where she can asily 
transact with her clients online without the frustration of having to pay massive 
fees for using a centralized portal to execute transactions.

Bezop solution for Client 1
With Bezop DOM, Jane can instantly run a fully decentralized ecommerce portal 
without the need to access PrestaShop, Shopify, Amazon, or other centralized 
ecommerce stores that charge hefty transaction fees and/or monthly fees.

Client 2
John is the owner of a medium-sized business that sells electronics with a price 
range of USD 99 - 1,999. He recently acquired an online store, but finds himself in 
constant dispute with his merchant service providers. He waits 21 days for credits 
to clear into his account and prefers not to wait that long to send funds back to his 
suppliers.

Bezop solution for Client 2
With Bezop DOM, John is not governed by any central body and can process his 
own transactions by linking the Bezop main address and Bezop tax address into 
the Bezop DOM online store. His funds will be automatically cleared immediately 
after he provides proof of delivery, typically within minutes. 

(II) Product Addition - limitless by design

Client 3
Jude is the owner of a large supermarket where he sells hundreds of items at 
prices ranging between USD 99 and USD 1,999. He has an online store but is 
restricted to displaying only 200 of his products at a time. 

Bezop solution for Client 3
Bezop DOM is optimized to allow as many products as Jude desires with a low 
memory footprint and storage requirements.
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(III) Product Categorization

Client 4
Ray is the owner of a large-scale business that sells products by category. He needs 
a simple solution to start selling online and needs to implement this structure 
without having to handle the inherent complexity in design or programming himself.

Bezop solution for Client 4
Bezop DOM is optimized to allow Ray to categorize and segment his store into 
multiple departments which his customers can access through an auto-generated 
menu. With a centralized version of the system, Ray would need to write a content 
management plugin and other codes, and re-configure various databases in order 
to achieve the same effect.

(IV) Order Management 

Bezop DOM provides an ideal order management system that displays order status and flags 
status changes, as described below.
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S4-C
S4-S
S3-F
S3-S
S2-P
S1-P(s1-p): stage 1 –proceed 

This status message indicates a 1-step procession from order placement. In this 
stage, the buyer is ready to provide his/her email address and shipping information 
for delivery.

(s2-p): stage 2 -proceed
This status message indicates a 2-step procession from order placement. In this 
stage, the buyer has successfully paid for the product/service and is redirected to 
the order page where he/she must verify the information so that his/her orders can 
be confirmed on the network.

(s3-s): stage 3 -success
This status message indicates a 2-step procession from order placement and 1-
success transition. In this stage, the buyer’s transaction has received more than 2 
successful confirmations.

(s3-f): stage 4 -failure
This status message indicates a 2-step procession from order placement and 1-
failure transition. In this stage, the buyer’s order has not received any successful 
confirmations and, as a result, fails.

(s4-s): stage 4 -success
This status message indicates a 2-step procession from order placement and 2-
success transitions. In this stage, the buyer’s order has been shipped by the seller.

(s4-c): stage 4 -cancelled
This status message indicates a 2-step procession from order placement  and 1-
failure transition and order cancellation. In this stage, the transaction has been 
cancelled because the buyer’s order failed. The buyer will be provided a link back 
to his/her cart. He/she can choose  to reorder.

Order Fulfillment
This is the last stage where an agreement is reached between the buyer and the 
seller indicating that the transaction is complete.
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(V) Customer Support Messages

Bezop DOM will allow buyers to exchange messages with sellers after orders have been 
placed. This will allow both parties to stay in sync.

(VI) Generation of Proof of Tax Chain

A pioneering feature of Bezop’s is its ability to collect VAT and segment funds into two 
addresses - a primary (Main) address and a secondary (Tax) address - when both addresses 
are entangled. The proof of tax chain makes it possible to generate a table for all valid 
transactions, with funds split between the Main Address and the Tax Address.

Trigger_contract(“PoTxM”,”PoTxV”) //Function returns Xm, Xv

XM; XV;  I:INT=0; XM:ARRAY=[T1,T2,T3,..,TN] //holds transaction history 

XV:ARRAY=[T1,T2,T3,..,TN] //vat history

WHILE I<COUNT(XM){PRINT XM[I]}

WHILE I<COUNT(XV){PRINT XM[I]; PRINT <hr />}

(VII) Bezop Wallet Integration

Bezop DOM will allow seamless integration with our merchant wallets, easy receipts, and ultra 
fast processing of transactions. With the help of the Ethereum blockchain, Bezop will clear 
transactions in  one step with one fee,  which results in accepting payments generally up to 5X 
cheaper and faster for merchants. Merchants will be able to accept payments from Ethereum-
based wallets. 
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3.1 Token program details

The Bezop crowdsale and the corresponding token creation process will be issued by Bezop 
Blockchain Ltd, a United Kingdom Limited Liability Company.  The events will be organized 
around smart contracts running on Ethereum. 

Participants, those who are willing to support the development of the Bezop Project, can 
support the Project by sending Ether currency (ETH) to an address designated by Bezop. Upon 
Bezop receiving the ETH (“contributions”), the participants will be immediately rewarded with 
Bezop Tokens (BEZ) at the rate of 1,929 BEZ per 1 ETH. The BEZ will be sent to the participants’ 
wallets.

3 – CROWD TOKEN 
PROGRAM DETAILS
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Key details of the token program are:

 The acceptable currency during the initial coin offering (ICO) is ETH.

 The creation will be capped (“Soft Cap”) upon receipt of contributions equivalent to
USD 421,000. This amount is subject to change before the Token Creation event.

 The Token Creation period will last for sixteen (16) days, unless the Soft Cap is 
reached sooner.

If the Soft Cap is reached before the end of the 16-day period, contributions will be 
accepted for an additional 120 hours to accommodate those who wish to participate but 
missed the short window for BEZ creation.

If the Crowdsale campaign does not reach its minimum capital goal of USD 421,000, all 
funds will be returned automatically to the BEZ holders through the Ethereum smart 
contracts.

Token Creation has a hard cap of 21,423 ETH. Upon achieving this cap, token creation will 
stop and no further contributions will be accepted. 

Tokens that are not sold during the Crowdsale will be destroyed automatically by the smart 
contract.

Due to price volatility, values in ETH are not fixed and can be recalculated anytime.
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3.1.1 BEZ Creation Ratios 

 1st price batch until the soft cap is reached: 1 ETH = 1,929 BEZ
 2rd price batch after the soft cap is reached: 1 ETH = 1,500 BEZ

The contribution limits for each price batch will be announced.

3.1.2 BEZ Tokens

The Bezop token will be an Ethereum-based token of value. The token is a digital asset, bearing 
value by itself based on its underlying assets, properties and/or associated rights. Ethereum-
based tokens rely on a well-established Ethereum infrastructure, benefiting from several 
advantages: 

 Security and predictability (as opposed to, for example, having to run an independent 
blockchain network).

 Use of robust and well-supported clients (Ethereum-based tokens can be managed with 
official Ethereum clients). 

 High liquidity (interchangeable with other Ethereum-based tokens or Ether), easier listing 
on exchanges with infrastructure already in place. Our Ethereum-based token contract 
complies with the ERC-20 standard. More detailed information about the ERC-20 standard 
can be obtained from https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20.

3.1.3 Incentive program

Anyone can participate in Bezop’s incentive program by signing up at  

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2635554
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3.1.4 Budget

All funds raised will go straight into the development and maintenance of Bezop.

● 55% of the funds raised will go directly into the development and expansion of the Bezop 
team. 

● 10% of the funds will go towards legal work to ensure Bezop is compliant with all 
regulatory standards in all countries Bezop operates in.

● 5% will go into technology improvements such as server and infrastructure upgrades, 
security (purchasing EV SSL certificates), etc.

● 10% will go towards marketing Bezop to increase awareness about the platform and 

attract more users. 

● 10% will be invested into advertising along with training users who wish to start making 
money online as a Bezop merchant. 

● 10% will be used to buy back Bezops (see Bezop buyback program). No Bezop token will

be issued to any Bezop team member. 
18
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5.1 Our Mission 

The primary objective of Bezop is to provide a viable and scalable ecommerce solution 
that will incentivize businesses and individual traders to sell goods and services using 
blockchain technology.

Bezop is a complete solution for running a successful ecommerce business online for new 
and experienced users. Anyone can sell their products and services and get paid in Bezop 
without any programming. 

Bezop implements a novel Proof-of-Order that lowers the rate of fraud for both merchants 
and consumers, using elegantly designed contracts powered by the Ethereum blockchain 
and secured cryptographically. Merchants can collect VAT and accurately manage orders.

The five key components of the Bezop project are:

i.  A DOM portal

ii. Bezop network

iii. Proof-of-Order 

iv. Proof-of-Delivery 

V.  Bezop Smart Contracts and Promises

Bezop will also revolutionize wallet, private key and transaction encryption using a 
proprietary Rainbow cipher.

5 – WHO WE ARE
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5.2 Bezop Team

Deryck Jones - Chief Technology Officer

Mr. Jones has 20 years of experience in the Fortune 1000, holding dual 
engineering and marketing roles while overseeing IT operations. He has 
served as VP of R&D for the software division of a $3.1 billion 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology spinout and driven the 
transformation of a manufacturing business to a $270 million systems 
business. He also launched Data-Force, a Salesforce development and 
sales partner, which delivered services to Sony, Canon, RFS, etc. by 
developing enterprise software applications and performing enterprise 
system integrations with SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft SQL Server.                                  

Simon Greenhalgh- Marketing

Simon Greenhalgh has been involved in over 75 software launches since 
2008 and has built several ecom brands from the ground up. He 
specialises in paid traffic and is highly knowledgeable on all the digital 
advertising platforms. Simon has also amassed a wide range of contacts 
in the digital marketing industry and has spoken at several events, 
teaching thousands of people his traffic generating strategies.

Kevin Byrne - eCommerce Expert, Public Relations and 
Advertising

Kevin holds a Master’s Degree in ecommerce and an Honors Degree in 
Business and Marketing. He is an expert in Facebook advertising and has 
conquered several platforms such as Shopify. Kevin can generate 
thousands of sales for a brand new store in a matter of weeks and is 
ready to transfer his vast ecommerce knowledge, experience, and 
passion to new merchants.                 
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Camelius “Blaze” Ubah - Lead Engineer 

Not only a hardcore developer, Blaze is also a philanthropist and loves 
giving back to the community. He holds a Bachelor of Science in 
Computer Science and System Design and has been involved in several 
revolutionary projects in the software space such as Flexy, an AI project 
built onto google ML. Working with a strong team of smart contract and 
blockchain developers, Blaze also leads the development of the 
Rainbow cipher technology, one of the strongest wallet encryption 
techniques available today.

Keith Authelet - Advisor

Keith Authelet is the COO/President of Ignition Holdings, Inc., a big data 
software company that is recognized as a critical analytical tool by the 
domestic and international intelligence communities. He was the Senior 
director of IT & bus transformations for 14 years (Lotus Development). 
Keith has been recognized as a data analytics and cognitive analysis 
expert. Following his departure from IBM, Keith has consulted all over 
the world and is frequently sought out for his knowledge in data 
analytics, big data, business process transformation, and global 
operations management. Keith holds his degree in Operations 
Research/Mathematics from the University of Rhode Island.

John Mcafee - Advisor 

I have become an advisor to bezop.io. I recommended them recently 
and, as an early investor in their ICO, I want to make sure they succeed in 
implementation. I love Amazon,.com, but I want everyone to have the 
ability to be their own Amazon if they want to start an e-business.

Bruce Lavigne - Advisor 

Bruce is a TOP international Legal advisor and very well known, He's is 
an Attorney-at-law aswell as a Certified Public Accountant. Bruce also 
prides himself as an expert in international Tax . He's a graduate of 
massachusetts School of Law and Bently University in Public 
Accountancy.
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6.1 Legal 

The Bezop token does not have the legal qualification of a security, since it does not give 
any rights to dividends or interests. The sale of Bezop tokens is final and non-refundable. 
Bezop tokens are not shares and do not confer any rights to participate in the general 
management meetings of Bezop Blockchain Ltd. Bezop tokens cannot have a 
performance or a particular value outside the Bezop Platform. Bezop tokens shall 
therefore not be used or purchased for speculative or investment purposes. The 
purchaser of Bezop tokens is aware that national securities laws, which ensure that 
investors are sold investments that include all the proper disclosures and are subject to 
regulatory scrutiny for the investors' protection, are not applicable. Anyone purchasing 
Bezop tokens expressly acknowledges and represents that she/he has carefully reviewed 
this white paper and fully understands the risks, costs and benefits associated with the 
purchase of Bezop.

6.1.1 Knowledge required 

The purchaser of Bezop tokens undertakes that she/he understands and has significant 
experience in the purchase of cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that 
she/he fully understands the risks associated with the crowdsale as well as the 
mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies (incl. storage). Bezop shall not be 
responsible for any loss of Bezop tokens or situations making it impossible to access 
Bezop tokens, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user or any person 
undertaking to acquire Bezop tokens, as well as in case of hacker attacks.

6 – RESOURCES
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6.1.2 Risks

Acquiring Bezop tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that 
Bezop Blockchain Limited may not be able to launch its operations and develop its 
blockchain and provide the services promised. Therefore, and prior to acquiring Bezop 
tokens, any user should carefully consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring Bezop 
tokens in the context of the crowdsale; and, if necessary, obtain any independent advice in 
this regard. Any interested person who is not in the position to accept or to understand the 
risks associated with the activity (including the risks related to non-development of the 
Bezop platform) or any other risks as indicated in the Terms & Conditions of the crowdsale 
should not acquire Bezop tokens.

6.1.3 Important disclaimer

This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an 
investment. It does not constitute or relate in any way nor should it be considered as an 
offering of securities in any jurisdiction. This white paper does not include or contain any 
information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation or that might be 
used as a basis for any investment decision. Bezop tokens are just utility tokens which can 
be used only on the Bezop platform and are not intended to be used as an investment. 

The offering of Bezop tokens on a trading platform is done in order to allow the use of the 
Bezop platform and not for speculative purposes. The offering of Bezop tokens on a 
trading platform does not change the legal qualification of the tokens, which remain a 
simple means for the use of the Bezop platform and are not a security. 

Bezop Blockchain Ltd is not to be considered as an advisor in any legal, tax or financial 
matters. Any information in the white paper is provided for general information purposes 
only and Bezop Blockchain Ltd  does not provide any warranty as to the accuracy and 
completeness of this information. 

Bezop Blockchain Ltd  is not a financial intermediary according to British law and is not 
required to obtain any authorization for Anti Money Laundering purposes. Acquiring Bezop
tokens shall not grant any right or influence over Bezop Blockchain Ltd organization 
and/or governance to the purchasers. 

Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated with 
cryptocurrencies around the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations or 
regulatory actions may impact Bezop Blockchain Ltd’s business and even limit or prevent 
it from developing its operations in the future. Any person undertaking to acquire Bezop
tokens must be aware of the Bezop Blockchain Ltd  business model.  The white paper or 
Terms and Conditions may change or need to be modified because of new regulatory 
and/or compliance requirements ensuing from applicable laws in any jurisdictions. 
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In such a case, purchasers and anyone undertaking to acquire Bezop tokens acknowledge 
and understand that neither Bezop Blockchain Ltd nor any of its affiliates shall be held liable 
for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused by such changes. 

Bezop Blockchain Ltd will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop the Bezop 
platform. Anyone undertaking to acquire Bezop tokens acknowledges and understands that 
Bezop Blockchain Ltd does not provide any guarantee that it will manage to achieve it. They 
acknowledge and understand therefore that Bezop Blockchain Ltd (incl. its bodies and 
employees) assume no liabilities or responsibilities for any loss or damage that would result 
from or relate to the incapacity to use Bezop tokens, except in case of intentional misconduct 
or gross negligence.

6.1.4 Representation and warranties

By participating in the Crowdsale, the purchaser agrees to the above and, in particular, they 
represent and warrant that they: 

 Have carefully read the terms and conditions attached to the white paper, agreed to 
the full content, and accepted to be legally bound by them; 

 Are authorized and have full power to purchase Bezop tokens according to the laws 
that apply in their jurisdiction of domicile; 

 Are neither a U.S. citizen or resident; 

 Livein a jurisdiction which allows Bezop Blockchain Ltd. to sell Bezop tokens through 
a crowdsale without requiring any local authorization; 

 Are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which they are 
based and that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not prohibited, 
restricted, or subject to additional conditions of any kind; 

Will not use the Crowdsale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money 
laundering and the financing of terrorism; 

 Have sufficient knowledge of the nature of the cryptographic tokens and have 
significant experience with, and functional understanding of, the usage and intricacies 
of dealing with cryptographic tokens and currencies and blockchain-based systems 
and services; 

 Purchase Bezop tokens because they wish to have access to the Bezop platform; 

 Are not purchasing Bezop tokens for the purpose of speculative investment or usage.
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6.2 Important Dates

Live AMA’s
Deryck: TBA

Simon:  Unscheduled

Kevin:    TBA

Token Presale Date             
Presell Begins:   TBA 

Presell Link:        TBA

Presell Volume: TBA

General Sale Date
Crown token sale Begins: TBA

Link to purchase:               TBA

Early Bird Ends:                  12am Est ( Midnight)

6.3 Revisions

This draft content is subject to future changes (Last Mod :  01/01/2018 , 4:21 am Est

 Added ( 6.1.2 Risks )  on PG. 19  on 11/10/2017 , 4:21 am Est

 add ETH price volatility - p15 25/12/2017  

 set soft cap in USD - p15 25/12/2017 

 Completed cosmetic changes all pages 2/1/2018
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ABSTRACT

The world wide web is experiencing a change, not functional; of design and 
structure. The inevitable end of centralized proprietary services will be effectively 
replaced with decentralized and democratized options; elimination of unreliable 
and human-based trust with immutable and mathematical trust verifiable by 
computation; a permanent overhaul of location based address with resilient 
content addresses; inefficient and inflexible primitive(centralized) services will 
witness less demand as peer-based algorithmic technologies continue to thrive. 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other blockchain networks have proven the utility of 
decentralized transaction ledgers. 

These public ledgers process sophisticated smart contract applications and 
transact crypto-assets worth tens of billions of dollars. These systems are the first 
instances of public accessible Open Services, where participants form a 
decentralized network providing useful services for credit, with no central 
management or trusted parties. 

Decentralized applications are forced to tackle quickly challenges of “legality of 
purpose,” handling fraud and money laundering else strict regulations will emerge 
if it is believed to “aid or abet breaking of the laws of the land.” At the moment, 
blockchain technology may be widely perceived of as an easy medium for tax 
evasion because transactions occur secretly and cryptographically, which is the 
core and fundamental feature. There is no easy way for a business to adopt 
blockchain and prove they are tax free; hence, not ideal for some businesses. While 
there are many more critical issues such as scaling, security and stability, the 
aforementioned pose a direct threat to blockchain’s survival.

Bezop is a decentralized peer to peer ecommerce order management and 
processing system powered by smart contracts, an autonomous buyer-seller 
protection service and an simple vat collection system all built on a decentralized 
blockchain network. Bezop aims to provide an open source and complete solution 
for running a successful ecommerce business online . Merchants can participate by 
selling products and services on their self-hosted ecommerce stores (the Bezop 
DOM) and broadcast orders to the network.

The Bezop market runs on a blockchain with a native erc-20 protocol token (also 
called “Bezop”), which miners earn on the ethereum blockchain by proof of work. 
Clients spend Bezop in purchasing goods and services on Bezop DOM and other 
integrated sites offering services and accepting payment in Bezops. Conversely 
one can earn Bezops by selling goods and services and or simply receiving Bezop 
via wallet to wallet transfer. In the future, a Bezop network will emerge where 
miners compete to mine blocks with sizable rewards; however, Bezop mining 
power will be proportional to active orders on the network. Hence, the usefulness 
of Bezop’s mining will not be limited to maintaining blockchain consensus. This 
creates a powerful incentive for miners to fulfil as many orders as they can. 
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The protocol weaves these amassed resources into a self-healing blockchain network that 
anybody in the world can rely on. The network achieves robustness by implementing very 
powerful buyer protection techniques through smart contracts. The protocol’s order 
management portal provides adequate security, as orders are encrypted end-to-end at the 
client, while miners do not have access to decryption keys. Bezop works as an incentive layer 
on top of blockchain, which computes a  proof of order for any transaction. It is especially 
useful for decentralizing payments, building and running distributed ecommerce portals, and 
implementing smart contracts.

This work:

(a) Introduces the Bezop Network, gives an overview of the protocol, and walks through several 
components in detail 

(b) Decentralized order management and its properties 

(c) Implementation on Ethereum Network & Erc-20 tokens

(d) Introduces the “proof-of-order”, which allows proving a transaction with rich details of the 
purchase as well as verifiable proof of delivery (which is a sufficient proof) the product/service 
was delivered, vat collection and proof of correctness for chain of transactions

(e) Discusses use cases, connections to other systems, and how to use the protocol. Bezop is a 
work in progress. Active research is under way, and new versions of this paper will be 
announced at https://bezop.io/changes/changelog.pdf For comments and suggestions, email  
research@Bezop.io.
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1. Introduction

Bezop is a protocol token whose blockchain runs on Proof-of-Work, where blocks

are created by miners that are confirming orders (transactions). A proof of work is a piece of 
data which is difficult (costly, time-consuming) to produce but easy for others to verify and 
which satisfies certain requirements. Producing a proof of work can be a random process with 
low probability so that a lot of trial and error is required on average before a valid proof of work 
is generated. Bezop uses the Hashcash proof-of-work system. 

One application of this idea is using Hashcash as a method to preventing email spam, requiring 
a proof-of-work on the email's contents (including the To address), on every email. Legitimate 
emails will be able to do the work to generate the proof easily (not much work is required for a 
single email), but mass spam emailers will have difficulty generating the required proofs (which 
would require huge computational resources).

Hashcash proofs of work are used in Bezop for block generation. In order for a block to be 
accepted by network participants, miners must complete a proof-of-work which covers all of 
the data in the block. The difficulty of this work is adjusted so as to limit the rate at which new 
blocks can be generated by the network to one every 10 minutes. Due to the very low 
probability of successful generation, this makes it unpredictable which worker computer in the 
network will be able to generate the next block.

For a block to be valid it must hash to a value less than the current target; this means that each 
block indicates that work has been done generating it. Each block contains the hash of the 
preceding block, thus each block has a chain of blocks that together contain a large amount of 
work. Changing a block (which can only be done by making a new block containing the same 
predecessor) requires regenerating all successors and redoing the work they contain. This 
protects the block chain from tampering.

The most widely used proof-of-work scheme is based on SHA-256 and was introduced as a 
part of Bitcoin. Some other hashing algorithms that are used for proof-of-work include Scrypt, 
Blake-256, CryptoNight, HEFTY1, Quark, SHA-3, scrypt-jane, scrypt-n, and combinations 
thereof.

There are two classes of proof-of-work protocols.

● Challenge-response protocols assume a direct interactive link between the requester 
(client) and the provider (server). The provider chooses a challenge, say an item in a 
set with a property, the requester finds the relevant response in the set, which is sent 
back and checked by the provider. As the challenge is chosen on the spot by the 
provider, its difficulty can be adapted to its current load. The work on the requester 
side may be bounded if the challenge-response protocol has a known solution 
(chosen by the provider), or is known to exist within a bounded search space.
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● Solution-verification protocols do not assume such a link: as a result the problem must be self-
imposed before a solution is sought by the requester, and the provider must check both the 
problem choice and the found solution. Most such schemes are unbounded probabilistic 
iterative procedures such as Hashcash.

Known-solution protocols tend to have slightly lower variance than unbounded probabilistic 
protocols, because the variance of a rectangular distribution is lower than the variance of a 
Poisson distribution (with the same mean). A generic technique for reducing variance is to use 
multiple independent sub-challenges, as the average of multiple samples will have lower 
variance.

1.1 Elementary Components
The Bezop protocol builds upon four novel components.

i. Decentralized Order Management (DOM) : Open Source order management and fulfilment 
portal

ii. Bezop Network : A smart contract friendly blockchain network

iii. Proof of Order :A brief overview on the various proof’s, 

We present these novel Proofs-of-Order in detail (Section 3) .

a. Proof-of-Tax : - a vat transaction holds data 

(i) pointing to the main transaction .

- x must be computed for correctness by taking the hash of γ.Φ

Tax Data : { α|obj : val  , γ|str: val, δ|float : val, ε:bool:val, x|str:val}

α - data , γ - timestamp ,γ₁ - timestamp of parent transaction 

δ - volume  ,δ₁ - volume of parent transaction

ε - bound (inbound :1 , outbound : 0)

Φ - val(γ₁.δ₁)

i - tid of original transaction

x - correctness byte [ hash(γ.Φ)  ]

b. Proof-of-Transaction : Serves a receipt, and shows all information about the product or service 
purchased.

Transactional Data : { α|obj : val  , β|str : val, γ₁|str: val, δ₁|float : val, ε:bool:val, tid|str : val }
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α - data (see page XX)

β - sender's address , γ₁ - timestamp , δ₁ - volume (amount)

ε - bound (inbound :1 , outbound : 0) , tid - transaction id 

iv) Proof-of-Delivery : Proofs that a product or service was delivered.

v) Bezop Smart Contracts & Promises : Smart contracts will enable a completely safe and 
trustless ecommerce solution working flawlessly together on the proof of order protocol and 
ensuring buyer protection is made available via the blockchain. 

Others :

i Correctness : correctness of an algorithm is asserted when it is said that the algorithm is 
correct with respect to a specification. Functional correctness refers to the input-output 
behaviour of the algorithm (i.e., for each input it produces the expected output).

A distinction is made between total correctness, which additionally requires that the algorithm 
terminates, and partial correctness, which simply requires that if an answer is returned it will be 
correct. Since there is no general solution to the halting problem, a total correctness 

assertion may lie much deeper. A termination proof is a type of mathematical proof that plays a 
critical role in formal verification because total correctness of an algorithm depends on 
termination.

For example, successively searching through integers 1, 2, 3, … to see if we can find an example 
of some phenomenon—say an odd perfect number—it is quite easy to write a partially correct 
program (using long division by two to check n as perfect or not). But to say this program is 
totally correct would be to assert something currently not known in number theory.

Proof-of-Work : 

Bezop will be based on the same POW system as Ethereum , which will further be upgraded to 
our full ‘proof of order’ where miners do not need to spend computation to mine blocks, but 
instead confirm orders on the network.

1.2 Ethereum Network , ERC20 Token :
Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs Bezop , using the power of smart contracts 
provided by the Ethereum network sales of goods and services, common transactions occurs 
without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third party interference.

Bezop runs on a custom built blockchain (Ethereum), which is enormously powerful, 
transparent and a global infrastructure that can move value around and represent the 
ownership of property. Which will enable us to create the Bezop markets, store registries of 
transactions,deliveries, order status, tax and also move funds in accordance with instructions 
given long in the past (like a will or a futures contract) and many other things that have not 
been invented yet, all without a middleman or counterparty risk.
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1.3 Protocol Overview : 
• The Bezop protocol is a decentralized ecommerce network built on a blockchain and with a 
native token. Clients spend tokens in exchange for goods, services, triggering contracts and 
retrieving tax proof.

• Miners earn by confirming orders (transactions) and resolving disputes.

• The Bezop DOM handle orders on the frontend. Store Owners set the price for their 
product/service and VAT rate and add them to their self operated Bezop platform, Customers 
send tokens which serve as credit for the goods and service. 

• The markets are operated by the Bezop network which employs Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-
Order   to guarantee that miners have correctly done work to confirm the order.

• Finally, miners can participate in the creations of new blocks for the underlying blockchain. 
The

influence of a miner over the next block is proportional to the amount of active orders in the 
network.

Protocol Overview

1.3 Paper organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present our definition of and 
requirements for a DOM in Section 2. 

In Section 3, we motivate, define, and present our Proof-of-Order, (Proof Of Transaction and 
Proof-of-Tax), used within Bezop 

In Section 4, we provide a brief description of Smart Contracts within the Bezop. 

We conclude with a discussion of future work in Section 5.
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2.1 Definition of a Decentralized Order Management 
Decentralized Order Management (DOM) is a fully developed ecommerce platform which any 
interested user can download , host, and run without any central governance or external 
control.

Users can run a pull request on the Bezop’s DOM from github to their self-operated web server 
. They can start selling their products and services in exchange for Bezop tokens in a matter of 
minutes.

2.2 Technologies
Bezop DOM is built with HTML5,  ReactJS , NodeJs  , MongoDB

Which are all open source languages.

2.2 Requirements
Running Bezop DOM requires installation of the following dependencies

- Linux 
- Nginx 
- NodeJs
- Npm (Node Package Manager)
- MongoDB

2.3 Properties (Described by Real-Life Case Analysis)
(i) Store Creation  :

Problem Analysis A - Client 0:

Jane is the owner of a small business where she sells Sports outfit and kits for USD 10 - 150. 
She wanted to expand and build her own digital store where she can easily transact with her 
clients online without the frustration of losing massive fees per transaction or monthly fees to 
access a centralized portal.

Bezop Solutions A :

With Bezop DOM , Jane can instantly run a fully decentralized ecommerce portal. Without the 
need for PrestaShop , Shopify , Amazon and other centralized ecommerce stores that requires 
heavy transaction and monthly payments.

Problem Analysis B - Client 1:

John is the owner of a medium scale business and sells electronics for USD 99 - 1999. he 
recently got an online store but in constant dispute with his merchant service providers. He 
waits 21 days for credits to clear into his account and prefers not to wait that long to send funds 
back to his suppliers.

Bezop Solutions B :

With Bezop DOM , John is not governed by any central body and can process their own 
transaction by linking the Bezop main address and Bezop tax address into Bezop DOM online 
store. His funds are automatically clears few days after proof of delivery.
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Product Addition (Limitless by Design)

Problem Analysis A - Client 2:

Jude is the owner of a Large scale business and Owns a supermarket where the sell hundreds 
of items of different prices USD 99 - 1999. He has an online store but is limited to only display 
200 of his products at a time. 

Bezop Solution A :

Bezop DOM is optimized to allow as much products as Jude desires with low memory footprint 
and storage requirement.

(ii) Product Categorization

Problem Analysis A - Client 3:

Ray is the owner of a Large scale business and where products sold vary by category. He 
needs a simple solution to start selling online while implementing this structure without 
handling the inherent complexity in design or programming.

Bezop Solution A :

Bezop DOM is optimized to allow Raymond to categorize and segment his store into multiple 
departments which users can access through an auto-generated menu. With centralized 
system, you will need a content management plugin, writing codes, and configuring databases 
in order to achieve the same effect.

(iii)Order Management 

Bezop Decentralized Order Management Portal (DOM) provides an ideal order management 
system with status codes indicating the order’s current stage and flags representing state 
changes.

See Fig 2  (Figure Showing Order State)
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(s1-p) : stage1 -proceed

This status message indicates a 1-step procession from order placement , in this stage the 
buyer is now ready to provide their email address and shipping information for delivery of their 
product. Likewise checkout

(s2-p) : stage2 -proceed

This status message indicates a 2-step processions from order placement, in this stage the 
buyer has successfully paid for the product/service and are now redirected to the order page 
where they must for their orders to be confirmed on the network.

(s3-s) : stage3 -success

This status message indicates a 2-step processions from order placement and 1-success 
transition, in this stage the buyer’s transaction has received more than 2 successful 
confirmations.

(s3-f) : stage4 -failure

This status message indicates a 2-step processions from order placement and 1-failure 
transition, in this stage the buyer’s transaction has not received any successful confirmations 
and failed .

(s4-s) : stage4 -success

This status message indicates a 2-step processions from order placement and 2-success 
transitions, in this stage the buyer’s order has been shipped by the store owner.

(s4-c) : stage4 -cancelled

This status message indicates a 2-step procession from order placement  and 1-failure 
transition and order cancellation, in this stage the buyer’s transaction has now been cancelled 
because their transaction failed.

The buyer will be provided a link back to their cart. In this scenario, they need to reorder.

Order Fulfilment 

This is the last stage and is a positive agreement between the buyer and seller that the 
transaction is complete.

(iv) Support Messages

Bezop DOM will allow customers to exchange messages with seller after their order has been 
placed , 

This will allow both parties to stay in sync.

(v) Generation Of Proof Of Tax Chain

A Pioneer feature amongst many is the ability to collect VAT with BEZOP and segment funds 
into two addresses; a secondary address (Tax address) and a primary (Main Address) - both 
addresses are entangled. The proof of tax chain makes it possible to generate a comparison 
table of all valid transaction splits between the Tax Address and the Main Address.

Trigger_contract(“PoTxM”,”PoTxV”) //Function returns Xm,Xv
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(v) Generation Of Proof Of Tax Chain

A Pioneer feature amongst many is the ability to collect VAT with BEZOP and segment funds 
into two addresses; a secondary address (Tax address) and a primary (Main Address) - both 
addresses are entangled. The proof of tax chain makes it possible to generate a comparison 
table of all valid transaction splits between the Tax Address and the Main Address.

Trigger_contract(“PoTxM”,”PoTxV”) //Function returns Xm,Xv

XM ; XV ;  I:INT=0 ; XM:ARRAY=[T1,T2,T3,..,TN] //holds transaction history 

XV:ARRAY=[T1,T2,T3,..,TN] //vat history

WHILE I<COUNT(XM){PRINT XM[I]}

WHILE I<COUNT(XV){PRINT XM[I] ; PRINT <hr />}

Bezop Wallet Integration

Based on smart contract, Bezop Dom will allow a merchant Bezop Wallet seamless integration, 
easy receipt and ultra fast transaction processing. With the help of the Ethereum blockchain, 
we are able to clear transactions into a Bezop wallet with 1  step  and 1  fee,  which results in 
accepting payments generally up to 5X cheaper and faster for merchants. Merchants will be 
able to accept payments from Ethereum-based wallets. 

3) Proof Of Order 

Allows proving a transaction occurred. In the case of a purchase, it must provide (sufficient 
proof) the service was delivered, a valid proof of tax (vat collection) and proof of correctness for 
a single or chain of transactions.

The proof of order adds ‘legitimacy’ and ‘legality of purpose’ to every transaction on the Bezop
network while remaining decentralized, anonymous and trustless.

Consensus for complete ‘Proof of Order’

- Sellers must convince the network that they have delivered the paid products, service or 
software in good condition; Sellers will generate Proofs-of-Delivery that the blockchain
network may verify

- Blockchain Network must store proof of transaction 
- Blockchain Network may generate proof of tax

In this section, we motivate, present and outline implementations for the Proof-of-Delivery 
(PoD) and Proof-of-Transaction (PoT) and Proof-of-Tax (PoT) schemes used in Bezop.

Motivation

Proofs-of-Order schemes such as Proof-of-Delivery (POD) and Proof-of-Transaction (PoT) 
schemes allow the network (N) to track present state and store transaction data a smart 
contract protocol with the user.

POD scheme guarantees that an order is delivered. 
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Attacks

In Bezop, we need stronger guarantees to prevent three types of attacks that malicious

sellers could exploit to get paid for products and services they are not providing: 

Rogovy attack, 

Permanent Eclipse Attack 

Rogovy Attack:

This is a kind of attack where several merchants turn rogue and mark large number of orders 
as delivered while the actual delivery is not as described. In this case a buyer ends up paying 
for what they cannot use.

Components for Bezop Rogovy Attack

The attacker(s) must own multiple merchant addresses and rapidly trigger Proof-of-Delivery 
Smart Contract Protocol with the aid of a bot.

The faith of this attack falls on the client’s ability to respond in timely fashion.

Permanent Eclipse Attack :

This is a consensus critical vulnerability in the Ethereum peer-to-peer protocol. If the 
vulnerability is exploited an eclipse attack could cause Denial-of-Service and that can also be 
used by an adversary to double spend transactions. Due to the low resource requirements of 
the attack, an attacker with limited capabilities can easily sustain an attack on the whole 
ethereum network (ultimately Bezop).

Components for Bezop-Ethereum Eclipse Attack

The attack appears to be a vulnerability in the peer-to-peer protocol. However, it was only 
tested with the geth client.

- Block Propagation

Blocks are propagated in three different ways in the Ethereum network. Firstly, a node B that 
receives a new block, will directly push the block to √n of its connected peers, where n is the 
total number of connected peers. Secondly, B will send a NewBlockHashes message to all of 
its peers, advertising a new block. 

When a node A receives an advertisement, it will request the block explicitly after 0.5 seconds 
from a random peer from which it received a corresponding advertisement (unless A received 
the block from another peer in the meantime) and then forgets about all other advertisements 
for that block. This means that if A requests the block from B and B fails to answer, it will not 
request the block from any other peers. If A misses a block, the third method for block 
propagation is used, which is the block synchronisation explained below in section 1.3.2.
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- Block Synchronisation

A node will only synchronise with one other node at a time. A node “A” starts a block 
synchronisation

in the following cases:

“A” starts a connection to a new peer with higher advertised total difficulty (e.g. after joining or

rejoining the network).

“A” node advertising a higher total difficulty than “A” connects to “A”.

“A” receives a block with higher total difficulty than the head of its current blockchain and is

missing some of the blocks ancestors

- Attack Details

The following is a consensus critical flaw in the peer-to-peer protocol. Using this vulnerability, 
an

attacker B can keep a victim A from receiving a block at height n + 1 almost indefinitely. While A

may receive later blocks from other peers, it will be stalled at height ‘n’ since it misses a link in 
the

blockchain. An attacker B can work as follows:

1. B creates a long blockchain starting from the genesis block. This can be done by decreasing 
the difficulty for each block, thus shortening the time needed to generate a valid proof-of-
work.

Creating the alternative blockchain takes a relatively large amount of precomputation. 
However, once the alternative blockchain exists, it does not need to be computed again and 
can be used for multiple attacks.

2. If B’s chain is shorter than the valid chain, B forges a block with a high block number and valid 
proof-of-work, i.e., it creates a block without parent that uses an arbitrary value as parent hash.

3. If the attacker blockchain is shorter than the valid blockchain, B also needs to forge a block 
with block number MaxHeaderFetch below the height of A’s blockchain and blocks at heights 
that will be queried in the binary search but are not contained in B’s blockchain.

4. B connects to Node A, advertising a high total difficulty.

5. B sends the block header with the highest block number from his chain (or the block created

in step 2) to A in response to the first GetBlockHeaders request from A.

6. In response to the second GetBlockHeaders request from A, B sends the block from its 
separate

blockchain corresponding to the block number specified in A’s message (or the block forged in

step 3).

7. In response to the requests from A’s binary search, B responds again with block headers 
from its own blockchain until the genesis block is reached.
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8. A will now request blocks starting from the genesis block. B responds with blocks from its 
own

blockchain, while sending only one block in response for each request. For each request, B can

introduce a delay of up to 3 seconds.

9. As long as the attack is in progress, A will not be able to synchronise with any other peers.

Proof of work :

The mechanism behind proof of work was a breakthrough because it simultaneously solved 

two problems. First, it provided a simple and moderately effective consensus algorithm, 

allowing nodes in the network to collectively agree on a set of updates to the state of the 

Bitcoin ledger. Second, it provided a mechanism for allowing free entry into the consensus 

process, solving the political problem of deciding who gets to influence the consensus, while 

simultaneously preventing Sybil attacks. It does this by substituting a formal barrier to 

participation, such as the requirement to be registered as a unique entity on a particular list, 

with an economic barrier - the weight of a single node in the consensus voting process is 

directly proportional to the computing power that the node brings. Since then, an alternative 

approach has been proposed called proof of stake, calculating the weight of a node as being 

proportional to its currency holdings and not its computational resources. The discussion 

concerning the relative merits of the two approaches is beyond the scope of this paper but it 

should be noted that both approaches can be used to serve as the backbone of a 

cryptocurrency.

Bezop Mining
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If we had access to a trustworthy centralized service, this system would be trivial to implement; 
it could be coded exactly as described, using a centralized server's hard drive to keep track of 
the state. However, with Bitcoin we are trying to build a decentralized currency system, so we 
will need to combine the state transition system with a consensus system in order to ensure 
that everyone agrees on the order of transactions. Bitcoin's decentralized consensus process 
requires nodes in the network to continuously attempt to produce packages of transactions 
called "blocks". The network is intended to create one block approximately every ten minutes, 
with each block containing a timestamp, a nonce, a reference to (i.e., hash of) the previous 
block and a list of all of the transactions that have taken place since the previous block. Over 
time, this creates a persistent, ever-growing, "blockchain" that continually updates to represent 
the latest state of the Bitcoin ledger.

The algorithm for checking if a block is valid, expressed in this paradigm, is as follows:

● Check if the previous block referenced by the block exists and is valid.
● Check that the timestamp of the block is greater than that of the previous block and less 

than 2 hours into the future
● Check that the proof of work on the block is valid
● Let S[0] be the state at the end of the previous block
● Suppose TX is the block's transaction list with “n” transactions. For all, i in 0...n-1, set S[i+1] 

= APPLY(S[i],TX[i]) If any application returns an error, exit and return false
● Return true, and register S[n] as the state at the end of this block

Essentially, each transaction in the block must provide a valid state transition from what was 
the canonical state before the transaction was executed to some new state. Note that the state 
is not encoded in the block in any way; it is purely an abstraction to be remembered by the 
validating node and can only be (securely) computed for any block by starting from the genesis 
state and sequentially applying every transaction in every block. Additionally, note that the 
order in which the miner includes transactions into the block matters; if there are two 
transactions A and B in a block such that B spends a UTXO created by A, then the block will be 
valid if A comes before B but not otherwise.

The one validity condition present in the above list that is not found in other systems is the 
requirement for "proof-of-work". The precise condition is that the double-SHA256 hash of every 
block, treated as a 256-bit number, must be less than a dynamically adjusted target, which as 
of the time of this writing is approximately 2187. The purpose of this is to make block creation 
computationally "hard", thereby preventing Sybil attackers from remaking the entire blockchain 
in their favor. Because SHA256 is designed to be a completely unpredictable pseudorandom 
function, the only way to create a valid block is simply trial and error, repeatedly incrementing 
the nonce and seeing if the new hash matches.

For instance,a target of ~2187, the network must make an average of ~269 tries before a valid 
block is found; in general, the target is recalibrated by the network every 2016 blocks so that on 
average a new block is produced by some node in the network every ten minutes. In order to 
compensate miners for this computational work, the miner of every block is entitled to include 
a transaction giving themselves 12.5 BTC out of nowhere. Additionally, if any transaction has a 
higher total denomination in its inputs than in its outputs, the difference also goes to the miner 
as a "transaction fee". Incidentally, this is also the only mechanism by which BTC are issued; the 
genesis state contained no coins at all.
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In order to better understand the purpose of mining, let us examine what happens in the event of a 
malicious attacker. Since Bitcoin's underlying cryptography is known to be secure, the attacker will 
target the one part of the Bitcoin system that is not protected by cryptography directly: the order 
of transactions. The attacker's strategy is simple:

1. Send 100 BTC to a merchant in exchange for some product (preferably a rapid-delivery 
digital good).

2. Wait for the delivery of the product.
3. Produce another transaction sending the same 100 BTC to himself.
4. Try to convince the network that his transaction to himself was the one that came first.

Once step (1) has taken place, after a few minutes some miner will include the transaction in a 
block, say block number 270,000. After about one hour, five more blocks will have been added to 
the chain after that block, with each of those blocks indirectly pointing to the transaction and thus 
"confirming" it. At this point, the merchant will accept the payment as finalized and deliver the 
product; since we are assuming this is a digital good, delivery is instant. Now, the attacker creates 
another transaction sending the 100 BTC to himself. If the attacker simply releases it into the wild, 
the transaction will not be processed; miners will attempt to run APPLY(S,TX) and notice that TX 
consumes a UTXO which is no longer in the state. So instead, the attacker creates a "fork" of the 
bitcoin blockchain, starting by mining another version of block 270,000 pointing to the same block 
269,999 as a parent but with the new transaction in place of the old one. Because the block data is 
different, this requires redoing the proof of work for the concerned block. Furthermore, the 
attacker's new version of block 270,000 has a different hash, so the original blocks 270,001 to 
270,005 do not "point" to it; thus, the original chain and the attacker's new chain are completely 
separate. The rule is that in a fork the longest blockchain is taken to be the truth, and so legitimate 
miners will work on the 270005 chain while the attacker alone is working on the 270,000 chain. In 
order for the attacker to make his blockchain the longest, he would need to have more 
computational power than the rest of the network combined in order to catch up (hence, "51% 
attack"). Bitcoin blocks depend on the hash of all previous blocks. An attacker with immense 
computing power can redo the proof of work (PoW) for a considerate amount of blocks and can 
eventually gain a lot of bitcoins but as described in Satoshi's paper,the reward to mine a valid 
block is much more than to disrupt the network. But in light of falling mining rewards the same 
does not hold true.    

Proof Of Transaction and Delivery

PoT : A digital 'Proof of transaction' is generated by the Bezop network for any and all sale of 

goods and services, it is publicly viewable, immutable and preserves anonymity for both parties.

Transactional Data : { α|obj: val  , β|str : val, γ₁|str: val, δ₁|float : val, ε:bool:val, tid|str : val }

α - data , β - sender's address , γ₁ - timestamp , δ₁ - volume (amount)

ε - bound (inbound :1 , outbound : 0) , tid - transaction id
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α - data  is an object containing 

Product_Name

Product_Description

Product_SKU

Order_status

Delivery_State

Vat_Rate

Fig Proof Of Transaction (Data Structure)

PoD :  Proof of delivery (POD) is a method to establish the fact that the recipient received the 

contents sent by the sender. When the sender sends multiple physical goods or digital 

content, there is a possibility of some not reaching the intended recipient.  

Proof of delivery becomes very important when legal and financial documents are to be 

exchanged between two parties. In the United States, DHL, UPS and FedEx as well as the US 

postal service (USPS) provide proof of delivery. Commercial fleet operators also need to be 

able to confirm proof of delivery of goods to their customers.

In ecommerce, businesses exchange millions of electronic documents to track delivery 

information using computer to computer communication techniques like email, FTP and EDI. 

These documents contain a variety of transaction details, including information regarding 

purchase orders, invoices, shipping details, product specifications, and price quotes. Electronic 

documents can exchange new data as well as corrections to previously transmitted messages.
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Legal complications can arise if the recipient’s company refutes receiving a corrected product 

specification or a message about a delayed shipment. Both companies could be at 

loggerheads, each proving/not proving the existence of that particular communication.

Decentralized proof of delivery is similar in function however works in reverse, the 

shipper/store owner Is liable to provide a ‘proof of delivery’ within 30days of marking the order 

as shipped on the network, this can be done through the DOM which is linked to the receiving 

wallet ; the options are

a) Providing a link to scanned delivery document

b) Providing link to proof of delivery screenshot

c) tracking number of the package

Providing proof of delivery requires a gas fee which Miners will use to confirm the delivery. 

Once delivery is approved by a miner, the order state is changed to “ has been provided”, the 

order is deemed fulfilled, and order_status is updated.

Proof Of Tax

A digital 'Proof of tax' is generated and stored on the Bezop network for transactions related to 

sales of goods and services. Bezop’s DOM provides a powerful feature which allows users to 

collect VAT for their products to their secondary wallet address which the network 

automatically issues to all Bezop account holders.  A proof of tax is publicly viewable, 

immutable and preserves anonymity for both parties.

A tax wallet operates just like a standard wallet with the exception that it is entangled/bonded 

to the main address using an easily computable hash known as the bond-derivative. The 

purposes a tax wallet serves are listed below :

1) Collecting Value Added Tax ( VAT )

2) Automatic calculation and generation of tax report

A tax report stored on blockchain is immutable and resistant to loss

Cases

Your Accountant Moves or Closes

Situation:  Yesterday, I found myself in quite a predicament when I couldn’t get in contact with 

my old accountant. Turns out his office had closed business just when I needed him to give me 

a copy tax return to refinance my home. I had been careless and hadn’t saved a copy, and had 

never been really bothered that I hadn’t because I always thought my CPA was my backup for 

maintaining copies of my past tax return and my insurance for that… too bad I was wrong. So 

what do you do if you find yourself in a similar situation and your tax coach is missing in action?
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YOU move and threw away all your papers or just shredded your last tax return copy

Situation:    I recently relocated to be closer to my family and my loved ones, but realized that I 

threw away my last year’s tax return copy. I thought for some reason I wouldn’t need it, and 

how my tax preparer is far away and not picking up. My son is going to college and applying for 

financial aid-I need it to help him get settled here and so I have a piece of mind. How do I get a 

copy of an old tax return quickly and securely?

You lost your copy of your tax return in a fire or flood

Situation:    My family and I just went through a harrowing ordeal of losing our home to a brush 

fire. Everyone is safe and no one was hurt, but now I have to build my life all over from scratch 

and I don’t even know where to begin. I know I need to get my finances together and to do that 

I need a copy of my tax returns. I know there’s some way to get a copy without having to wait 

so long for the IRS to send them - I’m homeless and scared I want someone to help me right 

now! Is there any way I can get a copy of my past tax return and the help that I need?

Your computer crashed with all your copies of tax returns download

Situation:    I’m a grad student who is detailed, studious, and organized. But yesterday my 

computer suddenly crashed with a virus and now I have no access to my tax return copies I 

filed and saved electronically! I need my financial documents for the bar exam, for my own 

recordkeeping, and the new lease application that’s due tomorrow! Help! Where can I go to ask 

for help to get a copy of my old tax return at 3AM in the morning?

3) Smart Contracts

3.1 Contracts in Bezop : Smart contracts will enable a completely safe and 

trustless ecommerce solution on the proof of order protocol and ensuring buyer protection is 

made available via the ethereum blockchain. 

A number of smart contracts, detailed structure and functionality will be defined in this section 

and finalized with more research. To illustrate the intended functionality, we provide 

sample workflows  illustrating the purchase, cancellation,  claim process, and dispute handling 

on the blockchain.
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Merchant Wallet (powered by smart contract):

Buyer protection is a critical problem in ecommerce. Bezop DOM (decentralized order 

management) system is designed to only work with specialized wallets. A standard Bezop

wallet is comprised of a “main wallet” and a “tax wallet” entangled using an easily computable 

hash known as “bond-derivative”.

The Merchant wallet is a simple smart contract on the blockchain that does the work of a 

middle-man (escrow system) and keeps both the client and merchant safe. The contract 

transfers a client’s funds into cold storage. Which is unlockable only after (X) days when proof-

of-delivery is provided by the merchant.  If a merchant fails to provide PoD, the buyer will have 

the option to cancel.

Simple Figure shows the merchant/contract wallet design, how the main wallet and tax wallet 

are linked with a bond-derivative )

Merchant Wallet Creation (smart contract) 
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A merchant wallet simulates the behaviour of a normal wallet however it is based on a contract 

address and operated autonomously.

X signifies the number of days before shipment can be made. This is specified by the merchant 

while creating their merchant wallet. 

Order Placement (Smart Contract)

During order placement, tokens are sent to a merchant’s wallet address (contract on the 

Ethereum network),  this triggers a smart contract which automatically transfers the funds to a 

cold secure storage wallet and in place , stores a digital IOU to the registry known as “a 

Promise record”. This promise to credit the main wallet and tax wallet only holds after all 

conditions have been met for the sale. Some generic conditions are :

i) X days has passed

ii) Proof of Delivery is provided

iii ) The transaction was not cancelled 

iv) i,ii,iii are met
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Forced Order Cancellation (Smart Contract)

During order cancellation tokens are not sent the client until a safe period has elapsed ,a 

promise is stored on the merchant's transaction book to return funds to sender after clearance 

period, all previous promises are voided, the buyer is informed they will receive a refund after 

clearance days. 

Note : within X days the buyer can cancel the transaction and reverse all payments made if the 

order is not shipped or they wish not to continue.

Cancelled funds are left in cold storage for 14 days before being restored to the buyer. Gas is 

required to trigger a cancellation smart contract.
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Proof Of Tax ( smart contract )

This contract returns all tax data related to a merchant address

Proof Of Delivery ( smart contract )

This contract submits proof of delivery for an order to the network.
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Once proof of delivery is submitted, The order is marked delivered an extra safety layer allows 

the client 3 days to dispute the transaction if they have an issue.

A dispute smart contract is different from cancellation contract which is automatic. when a 

client files an issue with there order after X days have passed and merchant have provided 

proof of delivery. The network involves 3rd party miners who can earn 0.5% of the transaction 

by resolving the dispute.

Creating a dispute requires gas. 

Decentralized Dispute Agent

dispute agents can verify the proof of delivery provided by the merchant using the instructions 

and decide to resolve in favor of  the client or merchant. Further input is not needed by the 

merchant or client.

Proof Of Transaction ( smart contract )

This smart contract returns transaction data component , For an input merchant address.
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4 Future Work 

This work presents a clear and cohesive path toward the construction of the Bezop network; 
however, we also consider this work to be a starting point for future research on decentralized 
ecommerce systems. In this section we identify and populate three categories of future work. 
This includes work that has been completed and merely awaits description and publication, 
open questions for improving the current protocols, and formalization of the protocol.

4.1 On-going Work  

Shapeshift Integration

Rainbow wallet

Bezop DOM

Smart Contracts 

Bezop Dom Wallet Integration

Product Addition To Network

4.2 Open Questions 

Will Bezop feature product rating ?

Yes , future smart contracts will allow users to add products into the network and all purchases 
must be be related to products on the network.

Post purchase , a client will have an extra option to post a rating after proof of delivery is 
submitted.

Will Bezop split off to its own network ?

Bezop is such a massive concept that a split out of the etheruem network is imminent 

Once we have a stable product. 

See the whitepaper roadmap - http://bezop.org/whitepaper.pdf

Does Bezop host stores for merchants?

At the moment , no .

In the future we may consider that as blockchain becomes more scalable

Merchants will have to find cheap and reliable solutions to host there stores.

Integration with other systems  ?

We are at the moment researching this topic, Our Next paper will provide details about 

This work.
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4.3 Proofs and Formal Verification 

Because of the clear value of proofs and formal verification, we plan to prove many properties 
of the Bezop network and develop formally verified protocol specifications in the coming 
months and years. A few proofs are in progress and more in mind. But it will be hard, long-term 
work to prove many properties of Bezop (such as scaling, offline).
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